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ABSTRACT

In the era of ubiquitous computing, people expect applications
to work across different devices. To provide a seamless user
experience it is therefore crucial that interfaces and interactions are consistent across different device types. In this paper,
we present a method to create gesture sets that are consistent
and easily transferable. Our proposed method entails 1) the
gesture elicitation on each device type, 2) the consolidation of
a unified gesture set, and 3) a final validation by calculating a
transferability score. We tested our approach by eliciting a set
of user-defined gestures for reading with Rapid Serial Visual
Presentation (RSVP) of text for three device types: phone,
watch, and glasses. We present the resulting, unified gesture
set for RSVP reading and show the feasibility of our method
to elicit gesture sets that are consistent across device types
with different form factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital devices have reached all aspects of people’s life. One
development that made this pervasive interaction with computers possible is their increasing diversity. Smartphones and
smart watches are used to access digital information at almost
any time and place. Already today, a typical user owns multiple devices and, depending on the context, uses the same type
of application on different devices. Email, messaging, and
reading applications, for example, exist for all major platforms
and, consequently, users can choose which device they want
to use for accessing a particular service.
Interface guidelines help designers to implement consistent
interfaces for individual devices. Examples include the design
guidelines by Google for developing Android applications and
Microsoft’s Windows User Experience Interaction Guidelines.
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Figure 1. Consistent, user-defined gesture sets for controlling reading
flow via RSVP on three device types: phone, watch and glasses.

Such guidelines ensure a consistency that helps users who
learned to use one application to transfer this knowledge to
other applications. This is especially beneficial for gestural
interfaces: it is challenging to communicate the available gestures, which makes gestures hard to discover and learn. Using
the same type of application on different devices poses challenges to the interaction consistency. Each type of device has
its own means for input and output. Despite being developed
for similar use cases, smart watches and smart glasses, for
example, offer different input and output mechanisms. As device diversity increases, using an application on one particular
device must allow users to transfer interaction knowledge to
similar applications on other devices.
Previous work intensively studied approaches for developing
gesture sets [23, 37, 39]. Guessability studies [38], asking
potential users to propose gestures for given actions, have
been highly effective for developing intuitive gestures. A
body of work applied guessability studies to a wide range
of applications and devices [1, 12, 15]. While guessability
studies have been widely adopted to develop intuitive gestures
for individual devices, much less work investigated its use
across device boundaries. Vatavu [36] took a first step towards
an understanding of cross-device consistency for gestures by
conducting a study to develop gestures for two devices. He
reported that only 9 out of 22 gestures were shared across
the two devices, hence conducting guessability studies for
different devices individually does not ensure cross-device
consistency of the resulting gestures.
In this paper, we develop a deeper understanding of creating
gesture sets that are consistent across devices. We design gestures sets to control Rapid Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP)
of text. RSVP has been proposed as a technique for displaying
text on very small screens. It shows text word by word in
one focal point and is therefore suitable for being used on
* The work was conducted when he was a researcher at the University of Stuttgart.

small-screen displays, such as phones, watches, and glasses. It
can also increase reading speed [9] but often at the cost of text
comprehension: Schotter et al. [29] found regressions (i.e., the
rereading of words) to be crucial for text understanding, which
is not directly supported by RSVP reading. The same accounts
for pauses: as readers need to be able to mentally digest what
has just been read, controls for pausing the text flow should be
accessible. Dingler et al. [4] report of readers feeling alienated
when having no control over the reading process.
Using RSVP to display text is not restricted to a particular
device. It is, therefore, important that interactions are consistent across different devices. We aimed to develop gesture
sets to control reading flow for three different mobile devices,
namely 1) phones, 2) watches, and 3) glasses. We elicit gesture sets for the most fundamental reading controls, such as
play, pause, changing reading speed, and text position. Current systems, such as Spritz1 , offer controls that are dictated
by the application developer or designer. This may result in
arbitrary controls and gesture sets. Our approach combines the
advantages of gesture consistency and user acceptance [23].
We ensure consistency by conducting a single study to elicit
gestures for all three device types, consider proposed gestures
for all devices when constructing the final gesture sets, and
validate the transferability of the gestures in a validation study.
This paper presents the following three contributions:
1. Three user-defined gesture sets for reading via RSVP that
are consistent across three different device types.
2. A system, which implements and validates the elicited gesture sets and allows users to transfer interaction knowledge
between the three device types.
3. An in-depth discussion resulting in a method for creating
consistent gesture sets across device types.
BACKGROUND

Our work is at the crossroads of reading on mobile devices
and gesture elicitation, which we discuss in the following.
Screen Size, Reading, and RSVP

A strand of research assessed the effect of screen size on text
presentation and reading behavior. An early investigation
by Duchnicky and Kolers [6] explored the effect of window
height and line width finding four lines to be an optimal height
for smaller window sizes and two lines having a negative
impact on reading performance. Shneiderman [33] reported
that the number of lines, in which text was presented, did not
significantly affect reading speed. Marshall & Ruotolo [19],
however, found that screen size influenced the type of reading
users do: small displays were used for casual reading, whereas,
larger displays were rather used for opportunistic and intensive
reading. This suggests that the choice of display size or device
type could also be subject to the type of reading the user
intends to do. Reading applications should, therefore, support
cross-device reading activities.
1 http://www.spritzinc.com

Forster [8] introduced the term RSVP as an experimental
model for examining temporal characteristics of attention. Visual cues are thereby presented at a single focal place. Instead
of requiring users to move their focus point to see further content, the visual cue is exchanged, which eliminates the need
for saccadic eye movements. The capability of the human
visual system, however, is a limiting factor for the application
of RSVP. Presentation rate and the visual similarity of stimuli
affect the effectiveness of RSVP streams [25]. Raymond et
al. [26] found that people fail to detect subsequent targets
occurring in succession when stimuli are presented in rapid
succession (180 − 450ms), a phenomenon they described as
attentional blink. It is therefore vital to provide user controls
and allow speed adjustments as users’ susceptibility depends
on various contextual factors, such as current attention level,
fatigue, and distractions. Spence [35] gives an account of
different modes of RSVP. In our work, we focus on the sequential presentation of words in one spot. RSVP has further
been investigated on mobile phones, including simple controls,
such as speeding up, slowing down and going back to the last
punctuation mark [11].
Other RSVP reading studies focused on memory effects finding that RSVP leads to rather coarse recall of text [20] and
due to the suppression of regressions (i.e., voluntarily or involuntarily re-reading a piece of text) can hinder text comprehension [29]. For devices with small screens, RSVP allows
to trade space for time, which makes this technique so interesting for small devices, such as mobile phones and watches.
Georgiev [9] used RSVP to investigate reading speeds on
mobile devices and compared it to reading on PC screens
and paper. Even though top reading speeds were achieved
on computer screens and on paper, RSVP was still rendered
feasible as a reading technique on mobile phones. Dingler et
al. [4] assessed the feasibility of RSVP to explicitly increase
reading speed on electronic devices. Their studies report on
a substantial learning effect for users after initial alienation
by being dictated how to read, one of the main reasons for
this being a lack of control over the reading flow. Recently,
RSVP has gained popularity due to a commercial application
called spritz employing a text presentation technique on mobile phones and smart watches. To control the reading flow
and speed, interaction techniques are limited to conventional
buttons.
Gestures and Eliciting User Input

Touch gestures are an effective interaction technique with
mobile devices as they neither require dedicated buttons nor
screen space. One of the first investigations into human gestures was conducted by Efron [7]. Later taxonomies, such
as McNeill’s studies on gestures [21], are based on human
discourse and extended this work. Poggi [24] presented a
typology of gestures and their relationship to verbal signals,
memory, meaning, and motivation. Hence, gestures relate to
other signals, cognitive constructions, gesture-meaning relationships and semantic content.
Motivated by the widespread use of gestures for communication between humans, a large body of work proposed the use
of gestures to interact with computing systems. Already in the

Figure 2. RSVP reading interface used in the application set. A red letter
marks the optimal viewing position.

1980s, Bolt [3] proposed the use of pointing gestures to interact with projected objects. Especially early work focused on
challenges to recognize gestures [13, 28] often neglecting the
human factor. Proposing a human-centered approach to design
gesture sets, Nielsen et al. [23] concluded that technologybased approaches lead to awkward gestures without intuitive
mapping towards functionality and systems which only work
under strictly pre-defined conditions. As an alternative, they
presented a human-centered approach to designing gestures.
They describe what has later been coined as guessability studies [38], in which referents, such as actions that a system
should perform, are shown to participants to elicit the symbols, such as gestures, meant to invoke them. Subsequently,
metrics were provided to calculate a guessability score for
an existing set of symbols as well as agreement scores to
describe the agreement among symbols proposed by study participants [38]. Wobbrock et al. [39] later showed how to use
this method to elicit new gestures by developing user-defined
gestures for surface computing, which was further improved
by Vatavu et al. [37]. This general approach has been used
and adapted by a substantial body of work, including developing gestures for mobile phones [27], head-worn displays [31],
smart homes [16], cars [5], flexible displays [17], as well as
for visually impaired users [14]
While these guessability studies have been widely adopted,
much less research investigated the consistency of gestures
across devices. Vatavu [36] conducted the first study that compared user-defined gestures for different capture technologies,
in which gestures were elicited for handheld devices. While
this work focused on analyzing the two resulting gesture sets,
Vatavu also reports that only 9 out of 22 commands were
shared between the two sets. Inspired by previous guessability studies, Anthony et al. [2] used existing gesture sets and
shapes to understand how consistent they are performed with
fingers and pens. For given shapes and gestures, they found a
high consistency within participants but a lower consistency
between-participants. While recent work showed that gestures elicitated by using different devices are not necessarily
consistent, previous work did not investigate how to ensure
consistency across devices. We, therefore, base our work on
previous work describing guessability studies to elicit gestures
for individual devices [37, 38, 39] and extend existing methods by considering multiple device types in order to provide
guidelines for ensuring consistency and transferability.
As it is becoming more common to use applications across
various devices, we set out with an application scenario to
design a consistent gesture set. Since RSVP has been proposed
as a feasible technique for reading on small screens and bears
potential for making reading more efficient, we address its lack

Command

Mean

SD

Play/Resume
Pause
Stop
Speed up
Slow down
Rewind a sentence
Rewind several sentences
Forward a sentence
Forward several sentences

1.00
1.25
1.50
2.50
2.50
3.50
4.50
3.25
4.25

0.00
0.50
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.57
0.50
0.50

Mean

2.69

0.49

Table 1. List of commands to control the reading flow and their corresponding conceptual complexities as assessed by four independent researchers (1=simple, 5=complex).

of commonly used controls. Because reading activities take
place in various situations and on various devices, we focus
on the design of an application- rather than device-specific
gesture set for controlling reading flow in RSVP interfaces
with the goal of using such gestures seamlessly across device
types.
GESTURE ELICITATION STUDY

To explore reading flow controls and to create a gesture set for
each device type, we first conducted a gesture elicitation study.
Therefore, we identified nine commands most vital to controlling the RSVP reading flow. Since commands possess different
conceptual complexities, four independent researchers rated
each command’s complexity on a scale from 1 (simple) to 5
(complex), similarly to Wobbrock et al. [39]. Table 1 lists all
nine commands together with their mean complexity ratings.
Method

We followed the approach originally proposed by Wobbrock et
al. [39] by first portraying the effect of a gesture and subsequently asking participants to perform a gesture cause. We
employed a within-subjects design, in which participants were
asked to design a gesture set for each of the respective device type—phone, watch, and glasses. We applied a partial
latin-square with three balanced sequences and two additional
participants following the sequence: phone, watch, glasses
and watch, glasses, phone. We took video recordings of the
performed gestures. We also collected subjective feedback
from participants on the goodness, ease of performance, and
social acceptability of each gesture they proposed.
Participants

We recruited 20 participants (10 female) with an average age
of 28.15 (SD = 5.2) years using university mailing lists and
social networks. Ten wore glasses, and nine had indicated previous experience with RSVP. 18 participants owned a smartphone, one owned a smart watch, no one had used smart
glasses before. Six (30%) participants indicated to read occasionally and 14 (70%) indicated to read frequently. 19 (95%)
regularly read printed text, 18 (90%) regularly read on a PC,
5 (25%) on tablets, 9 (45%) on smartphones, and 9 (45%) on
e-readers.

Apparatus

To develop a multi-platform apparatus, we implemented web
application based on the open-source code base provided by
OpenSpritz2 . We then used Apache Cordova 3 to create a
corresponding Android apps optimized for each device type,
namely the Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone (running Android
version 5.0), the Samsung Galaxy Gear SM-V700 smartwatch
(running Android version 4.2.2), and Google Glass (running
Android version 4.4.4). The resulting app collection shows
text in the center of a display via RSVP. Words are displayed
sequentially and centered around a red colored letter roughly
after the first third of the word (see Figure 2). The colored spot
marks the optimal viewing point and acts as focal point for
the reader’s eyes to rest on. The display algorithm takes into
account word lengths and punctuation characters to determine
the duration of presentation of each word. The duration is
doubled for words with more than eight characters and words
followed by a period, comma, colon, dash or open bracket.
The open-source framework provided functions to start and
stop the reading flow as well as set the reading speed in words
per minute (wpm). We modified the source code to add the
remaining control commands, such as jump back and forth in
the text, pause, and resume. For each of the nine commands,
we then prepared a short video using the software we built to
show participants the effect and a textual explanation of the
commands to be executed.
Procedure

After participants had signed a consent form we explained
the purpose of the study and asked them to fill in an initial
survey on demographics, general reading habits, and their
technology usage. We then handed out the first device and
explained its general input capabilities. To allow participants
to familiarize themselves with RSVP, we handed them the respective device first displaying a short text without any control
functions. When participants felt comfortable reading with
it, we walked them through the list of nine commands (see
Table 1). We then subsequently presented each video showing
the respective command to design a gesture for. To make sure
each command was fully understood, we showed participants
the corresponding video, which included the written command
name and clearly demonstrated the effect. Participants could
watch the video multiple times and while the commands were
generally easy to understand, the experimenter explicitly asked
for confirmation before moving on. The sequence of videos,
and therefore the sequence of the commands presented, was
randomized. While we asked participants to think-aloud, we
video-recorded the entire session, which we transcribed later
to obtain qualitative data to analyze users’ mental models. Participants rated each of their gestures on a 7-point Likert scale
with regard to the following aspects: 1) “The gesture I picked
is a good match for its intended purpose", 2) “The gesture
I picked is easy to perform", and 3) “The gesture I picked
can be carried out safely in public". Each scale ranged from
1 (‘strongly agree’) to 7 (‘strongly disagree’). After having
come up with nine distinct gestures for each command, we
handed participants the next device. This was done until a
2 https://github.com/Miserlou/Glance-Bookmarklet
3 https://cordova.apache.org

Taxonomy of gestures for reading control

Nature

Flow

Dimension

Symbolic
Metaphorical
Physical
Abstract
Discrete
Continuous
Single-Axis
Tri-Axis
Six-Axis
Simple

Complexity

Compound
One-Finger

Interaction

Multi-Finger
Without Touch
Dependent

Location

Independent

Gesture visually depicts a symbol
Gesture indicates a metaphor
Gesture acts physically on object
Gesture mapping is arbitrary
Action occurs after gesture
Action occurs during gesture
Motion occurs around a single axis
Motion involves either translational
or rotational motion, not both
Motion occurs around both
rotational and translational axes
Gesture consists of a single gesture
Gesture can be decomposed
into simple gestures
Gesture can be performed
with one finger
Gesture can be performed
with two or more fingers
Gesture can be performed
without touching the input field
Action is dependent on
the location of gesture
Action is location independent

Table 2. Taxonomy of gestures for reading control based on collected
gestures.

gesture was allocated for each command on all three device
types. When handing out each device, we explained its particular input capabilities but pointed out that participants should
not feel constrained by them. The study took about an hour,
for which participants were compensated with 10 EUR.
Results

With 20 participants, nine commands, and three device types,
we collected a total of 20 ∗ 9 ∗ 3 = 540 gestures. Our results
include a gesture taxonomy, a user-defined gesture set for
controlling RSVP of text for each of the three device types,
subjective ratings for each set of gestures, and qualitative feedback. Finally, we report the results of our feedback assessment
as participants were asked for appropriate ways to confirm
successful command execution.
In contrast to Wobbrock et al. [39], designing gestures for
reading control is not a device-specific task. The goal is rather
the elicitation of a set of application-specific gestures that
can be applied across device platforms with a focus on their
transferability, i.e., how easily they can be transferred from
one device to another. To understand the user-defined gestures
for the reading control, we first constructed a taxonomy of
these gestures.
Taxonomy of Reading Control Gestures

Participants created 44 unique gestures for the phone, 50 for
the watch, and 43 for the glasses. We first classified each of
these gestures along six dimensions: nature, flow, dimension,
complexity, interaction, and location. Each dimension has
multiple categories as listed in Table 2. We adopted the dimensions from Wobbrock et al. [39] and Ruiz et al. [27] for
comparability and further extended the taxonomy by the two
dimensions interaction and location.
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Nature

Flow
Dimension
Complexity
Interaction
Location

Symbolic
Metaphorical
Physical
Abstract
Discrete
Continuous
Single-Axis
Tri-Axis
Six-Axis
Simple
Compound
One-Finger
Multi-Finger
Without Touch
Dependent
Independent

Phone
0.00
0.55
0.02
0.43
0.70
0.30
0.86
0.11
0.02
0.66
0.34
0.61
0.27
0.11
0.20
0.80

Watch
0.00
0.46
0.04
0.50
0.76
0.24
0.66
0.24
0.10
0.72
0.28
0.56
0.16
0.28
0.18
0.82

Glasses
0.00
0.37
0.00
0.63
0.77
0.23
0.65
0.33
0.02
0.65
0.25
0.56
0.19
0.26
0.09
0.90

Table 3. Gestures and their ratios for each taxonomy category.

The nature dimension comprises symbolic gestures which
represent symbols. An example of this kind of gestures is
drawing a letter “P” on the phone’s display to pause the reading
flow. Metaphorical gestures have figurative characteristics.
For example, a metaphorical gesture can be looking at the
watch in order to start the reading flow or a shake of the user’s
head to stop the reading flow on glasses. In the physical
category, gestures are applied directly to the content, in our
case, to the text. For example, a user defined a gesture where
she flicked left over a text on the phone in order to jump to
the beginning of the current sentence. Finally, gestures that
did not fit into any of the previously described categories were
defined as abstract.
The flow dimension describes whether the effect occurs during
or after the gesture is performed. An example for the former
one is a single tap gesture to stop a reading flow. In the latter
category, an effect occurs while the gesture is being performed
and finishes as soon as the user stops acting it. For example, a
”tap and hold” gesture on the left part of the phone screen in
order to jump back several sentences.
Dimension categorizes the user-defined gestures based on the
amount of axis needed to perform them. Participants performed most of the gestures on the input field of a device, and
therefore only a single axis was needed. An example of a
tri-axis gesture includes tilting the phone to the right side in
order to accelerate the reading flow. This gesture demands a
rotational motion. Moving the watch-wearing arm down to
the relaxing position to stop the reading flow is an example of
a six-axis gesture.
Complexity describes if an effect is caused by a single or a
composition of two or more gestures. An example of a single
gesture would be the single tap for pausing, while a complex
gesture would be multiple finger flicks to the right in order to
skip several sentences.
Interaction classifies a gesture based on the number of fingers
needed to perform it. A single finger tap to start the reading
flow vs. a 2-finger flick to the front of the glasses in order to
skip a sentence are examples for one-finger and multi-finger
gestures. The without touch category contains all gestures

Average agreement score

Taxonomy Breakdown

Phone
Watch
Glasses

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

Play/ Pause Stop Speed Slow Rewind Rewind Forward Forward
Resume
up down sentence *n sentence *n

Figure 3. Agreement scores for each command on phone, watch and
glasses (*n indicates several sentences).

that do not require physical contact with the input field of the
device. For example, a user tilts the phone to the right in order
to speed up the reading flow.
Location categorizes gestures based on their dependence on
the location they are acted on. During the elicitation, study
participants described gestures that differently acted when
performed in different locations of the input field. For example,
a user taps on the front side of the touchpad of the glasses in
order to skip a sentence and on the back side to jump to the
beginning of the current sentence.
Table 3 shows the percentage of gestures proposed within each
taxonomy category for all device types. Participants did not
suggest any symbolic gestures. We found significant positive
correlations among taxonomy categories of gestures for each
device type (r = −.946, n = 16, p < .01 between gestures
for phone and watch, r = −.911, n = 16, p < .01 between
gestures for phone and glasses, and r = −.975, n = 16, p < .01
between gestures for watch and glasses). The correlations
show a consistence among proposed gestures for each device
type, and thus the potential for constructing a transferable
gesture set for all.
User-defined Gesture Sets

We collected a total of 180 gestures per device type, which
we used to generate one respective gesture set. We, therefore,
grouped identical gestures for each command. The group
with the largest number of gestures was then chosen to be
the representative gesture for the corresponding command,
resulting in one consensus set for each of the three device types.
Each numeric agreement score reflects the degree of consensus
among participants regarding a corresponding control gesture.
To evaluate the degree of consensus among participants, we
computed the agreement score, as proposed by Vatavu and
Wobbrock [37], for each command on each device type as
follows:
|Pc |
Ac =
|Pc | − 1 Pi∑
⊆Pc



|Pi |
|Pc |

2
−

1
|Pc | − 1

(1)

Figure 4. Our RSVP implementation provides Visual feedback for position, reading speed, stop and pause commands. During pauses, a progress bar is
shown displaying the percentage of text read and the current reading speed. Visual cues disappear after one second.

We determined an agreement score Ac per command using
the equation 1 where Pc is the set of user-defined gestures
for command c in the set of all commands C, and Pi is the
subset of identical gestures for that command. As an example,
consider the calculation of an agreement score for play/resume
using a phone. The command has three groups of identical
gestures with a size of 16, 3, and 1. Thus, the agreement score
for play/resume using a phone is calculated as follows:
 2  2  2 !
20
3
1
1
16
A=
+
+
−
= 0.647 (2)
19
20
20
20
19
Figure 3 summarizes the agreement scores per command and
device type. Agreement scores from our gesture set are similar
to those from other elicitation studies [39, 32, 27]. Participants
had the least agreement on gestures for skip several sentences
and jump back several sentences. This can be explained by the
complexity of these commands. Thus, both commands have
higher conceptual complexity than the rest of the commands,
namely 4.5 and 4.25. Agreement scores of our gesture sets
for each device are inversely correlated with their conceptual
complexities (r = −.805, n = 9, p < .01 for phone, r = −.763,
n = 9, p < .01 for watch, and r = −.892, n = 9, p < .01 for
glasses), i.e., the more complex the gesture, the lower the
agreement on a single gesture by participants.
Consensus Set

After classifying the gestures, we defined the consensus set
for controlling the RSVP reading flow. We, therefore, grouped
gestures for each command proposed for each device type
and selected the most common gesture as a representative
of the command. Solely using this method for developing a
consensus set, however, worked only for the gesture set for the
watch, but caused conflicts between competing gestures on the
other two device types, where the same gesture was selected
for issuing another command, for example. To resolve this
conflict, we took into account the consistency of interactions:
therefore, we made sure that all gestures were unique for each
device type, reversible, e.g. speed up and slow down, and
repeated gestures were consistent, e.g. jump to beginning
of current sentence and jump back several sentences. If the
same gesture was the most frequently selected one for more
than one command, we assigned the gesture to the command
with the higher agreement score and took the second most
common gesture for the other command. If inconsistent, we
selected the next most frequently submitted gesture that was
compatible with other related gestures. Figure 5 depicts the
resulting gesture set for each device type. The overall gesture
set is without conflicts and covers 77.77% of gestures that
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Figure 5. Consensus gesture set for RSVP interaction across all three
device types: phone, watch, and glasses.

were most frequently submitted. In the study, participants also
assessed fitness, ease and social acceptance of the gestures they
proposed. Comparing the gestures from the selected consensus
set and the rest of the suggested gestures, we did not find
significant differences in fitness, ease and social acceptance
between them. Table 4 contains the mean scores for gesture
ease and social acceptability of the consensus set.
Eliciting System Feedback

System feedback is vital to signal users that a command has
been successfully issued [34]. A system can provide feedback
to a user in different modalities, such as visually, through
audio or vibrations. Therefore, we asked participants after
the elicitation study, what kind of feedback they would prefer
for reading control verification. All participants were familiar
with possible feedback modalities for each device type. They
could select several modalities for the control verification. 16
(80%) participant preferred visual feedback while audio and
haptic feedback was chosen by five (25%) and nine (45%) participants respectively. However, one participant reported that

feedback is not essential for the controlling the reading flow
on these devices and did not select any modality. Participants
mostly preferred haptic feedback on watches because of the
wrist’s sensitivity. They further reported that audio feedback
might be a disturbing factor during reading as well as inappropriate in public spaces. 62.5% of participants preferred an
iconic visualization of applying commands.
During reading with RSVP, users see text word by word, hence
they are not explicitly aware of the current text position. We,
therefore, asked participants what kind of information they
would prefer in order to know the current text position, and
at which point this information should be displayed on the
device. We provided them a list of text position cues, including:
percentage of text read, remaining number of words, remaining
time to finish the text at current reading speed, and a visual
progress bar. The visual progress bar was chosen 17 times
while remaining time at current reading speed, a remaining
number of words and percentage read were selected ten, two,
and nine times, respectively. After choosing a cue, participants
decided whether it should be displayed permanently or only
when the reading flow was paused. Participants preferred all
cues except remaining number of words to be displayed while
reading was paused.
VALIDATION STUDY

To verify the applicability of the resulting user-defined gesture
sets, we implemented the corresponding sets of controls for
each device type and conducted a second user study to validate
them. We were especially interested in an assessment of each
set with regard to learnability and consistency in mapping, i.e.
how transferable a gesture set is from one device to another.
Method

To assess the transferability of a gesture set from a particular
device to the remaining ones, we assigned the variable device type between-subjects. Hence, we had three conditions,
namely: phone, watch, and glasses. Six participants were
recruited for each condition resulting in a total of 18 study
participants. We assessed the ease of transferring each gesture
set by recording the number of trials needed to find the gesture
corresponding to a command on the remaining devices. Before
being asked to transfer the command set, participants learned
and practiced each command on the primary device. We also
recorded subjective feedback on how well each gesture fits its
corresponding command.
Apparatus

For this study apparatus, we extended our existing prototype
by implementing all nine control gestures for each device
type (see Figure 5). During pilot tests, we found 20wpm to
be a feasible speed change for each speed up / slow down
gesture. Jumping back to the beginning of the sentence and
jumping back several sentences resulted in the same gesture
being applied several times within a 1-second timeout. We
used the information collected in the previous study to provide
feedback for each gesture: since participants mostly preferred
visuals to communicate command execution, we added iconic
visual feedback whenever a command has been recognized
and applied by the device. To give an idea about the current

Figure 6. Objective assessment of transferability of gestures between the
three device types. The diagram shows 1) the transferability of gestures
to the phone (left) after using them on the watch (W), glasses (G) or
on both of them (W-G), 2) the transferability of gestures to the watch
(middle) after using them on the phone (P), glasses (G) or on both of
them (P-G), and 3) the transferability of gestures to glasses (right) after
using them on the phone (P), watch (W) or on both of them (P-W).

text position and reading speed, the system display contains a
progress bar with current reading speed while on pause (see
Figure 4).
Participants

We recruited 18 participants (5 females) through university
mailing lists and social networks, who had not taken part in
the previous elicitation study. Their average age was 28.66
(SD = 10.12) and their background was mainly academic.
Seven participants wore glasses, three were already familiar
with RSVP, 17 owned a smartphone, one a smart watch, and
none were using smart glasses.
Procedure

After signing the consent form, participants filled in a short
survey comprising questions about demography and technology usage. We then handed them one device type according
to their experimental group assignment. Participants received
a paper sheet that listed each command and the corresponding
gesture in text form for the device used. After participants
had enough time to familiarize themselves with the command
set, we asked them to read a practice text and try out each
command until they felt comfortable enough to continue. The
initial reading speed was set to 180wpm. To become familiar
with each command, we had a list of instructions prepared for
the first part of the study: first, we told participants to speed up
to 300wpm. Once they confirmed having succeeded doing so,
we asked them to slow down to 200wpm. The following tasks
included re-reading of passages, finding specific paragraphs in
the text, and skimming the text until the end, thereby making
sure that all commands needed to be executed. After this familiarization part, we gave participants another text instructing
them to read it in full detail while using the controls as they
pleased. To make sure participants took this reading exercise
seriously, we announced a pending text comprehension test.

Phone Gestures

Play/Resume/Pause

Stop

Speed Control

Fit

6.75 (+/-0.4)

6.5 (+/-0.8)

6.4 (+/-0.7)

6 (+/-1)

Ease

6.9 (+/-0.4)

6.7 (+/-0.8)

6.7 (+/-0.6)

6.3 (+/- 1.2)

Social Acceptance

6.9 (+/-0.3)

6.8 (+/- 0.4)

7 (+/-0)

6.8 (+/-0.4)

Transferable to Watch

6.9 (+/-0.2)

6.7 (+/-0.5)

6.6 (+/- 0.4)

6.6 (+/-0.5)

6.3 (+/-1)

2.5 (+/-1.4)

5.2 (+/-1.4)

2.9 (+/-1.5)

Fit

6.6. (+/-0.4)

6 (+/-0.9)

6.7 (+/-0.4)

6.4 (+/-0.8)

Ease

6.8 (+/-0.5)

6.4 (+/-0.9)

6.9 (+/-0.4)

5.9 (+/-1.9)

Social Acceptance

6.8 (+/-0.5)

6.4 (+/-0.9)

6.9 (+/-0.4)

6.5 (+/-0.9)

Transferable to Phone

6.9 (+/-0.2)

6.8 (+/-0.4)

6.8 (+/-0.4)

6 (+/-2)

Transferable to Glasses

6.7 (+/-0.5)

4.3 (+/-1.9)

3.9 (+/-1.1)

3.4 (+/-2.3)

Fit

6.7 (+/-0.4)

5.7 (+/-1.4)

5.9 (+/-0.7)

5 (+/-1)

Ease

6.8 (+/-0.5)

7 (+/-0)

6.7 (+/-0.5)

6.5 (+/-0.6)

Social Acceptance

6.6 (+/-0.6)

6.3 (+/-1)

6.8 (+/-0.4)

7 (+/-0)

Transferable to Phone

6.7 (+/-0.5)

5.7 (+/-0.8)

4.8 (+/-1.8)

5 (+/-1.2)

Transferable to Watch

6.8 (+/-0.4)

5.7 (+/-0.8)

4.7 (+/-1.7)

5 (+/-1.2)

Transferable to Glasses

Watch Gestures

Glass Gestures

Flow Control

Table 4. Study participants’ subjective assessments of gesture fit and
transferability to other devices collected during the validation study.
Gesture ease and social acceptance scores represent the ratings of the
consensus set collected during the elicitation study. Values depict the
means (SDs) of 7-point Likert-style ratings from 1 (strongly disagree) to
7 (strongly agree).

Meanwhile, we recorded the commands that were executed
during reading. After the reading task, we handed participants
one of the other two device types. For each of the nine commands, we asked them to find the corresponding gesture on
the new device. Thereby, we measured participants’ ability to
transfer the gesture set learned on one device to the next by
counting the trials until they found the correct gesture. The
sequence of the commands to be executed was randomized.
After transferring the gesture set to the second device type, we
handed participants the third one with the same instructions
to perform all commands. The sequence of devices to transfer
the command sets was counterbalanced. In the end, participants filled in a final questionnaire
where each command was
1
listed again with the corresponding gesture on the device they
had handled first. For each gesture, we asked participants to
answer the following questions on a 7-point Likert-scale: 1)
“How well do you think this gesture fits the control?", 2) “How
well was the gesture transferable to the second device type?",
and 3) “How well was the gesture transferable to the third
device type?". The study took about 40 minutes per session,
for which each participant was rewarded with 10 EUR.
Results

In the following, we report participants’ ability to transfer a
gesture set, which was learned on one device, to subsequent
ones. We did not analyze the comprehension scores since
the tests’ sole purpose was to make sure participants took the
reading exercise seriously.
Transferability of Gestures

To ensure gesture consistency across device boundaries we
were interested in validating the transferability of these gestures, i.e., how well a set of commands once learned on one
device can be ported to another. Therefore, we made sure
participants were familiar reading on one device, before handing them the other two devices without further instructions to
see how they performed in figuring out the respective reading
flow controls. In random order, the experimenter requested
each of the nine reading controls to be performed and recorded
whether the corresponding gesture was correctly found and
applied on the first, second try or in more than 2 trials (see

Figure 6). Because gestures for commands that have a logical
reverse action (e.g., speed up, slow down) were designed with
consistency in mind, finding the reverse gesture is an easy task
once a command has been found. Hence, we classified the
gestures into four groups: 1) Play/Resume/Pause, 2) Stop, 3)
Speed Control (speed up, slow down), and 4) Flow Control
(skipping sentences forward or backward). Because gestures
for play, resume and pause commands were identical, we
grouped them together. Stop was used as a quit function, while
speed controls contain the acceleration or deceleration of the
reading flow and flow controls cover any commands causing a
change in the current text position.
For each command, we recorded the number of trials participants needed to find the corresponding gesture on the secondary or tertiary device. For calculating a transferability
score we define the following four bins:
• 1: if a participant found the command on the first attempt,
we assigned the category score 0.
• 2: if a participant found the command after a second attempt,
we assigned the category score 1.
• N: if a participant eventually found the command after more
than 2 attempts, we assigned the category score 2.
• With Help: if a participant was unable to find the command
without explicit help by the experimenter, we assigned the
category score 3.
Because the total number of attempts is highly dependent on
the individual participant’s levels of frustration or inclination
to meet the experiment goals, we discounted a limited number
of attempts as 3. Hence, we came up with the four bins
described, which at the same time create a weight for the
following transferability score assessment:
TAB =

∑ p⊆P ∑c⊆C Xc p
NP ∗ NC ∗ w

(3)

We define the transferability score T from one device A to
another B by summing up all category scores Xε {0, 1, 2, 3}
for each command c out of the command set C given by each
participant p divided by the number of participants N p multiplied with the total number of commands Nc multiplied with
the worst possible category score weight w. A perfectly transferable gesture set between two devices, therefore, results in a
transferability score of 0, whereas the worst case (i.e., every
gesture needs to be explicitly taught) results in a score of 1.
The overall consistency score of the gesture set is defined as
the mean of all transferability scores between all device types:
T=

∑t⊆T t
NT

(4)

Hence, each transferability score i is summed up and divided
by the total number of device transfers NT . For our gesture set, we calculated the following transferability scores
with the worst possible category score weight w = 3 and the
number of device transfers NT = 6. Table 5 contains the
transferability scores for each gesture transfer. The easiest
transfer took place from watch to phone (Twp = 0.0104) and

Phone
Phone

Watch
0.0313

Watch

0.0104

Glasses

0.1875

Glasses
0.375
0.4062

0.1354

Table 5. Transferability scores with primary device type in the left and
transfer devices in the subsequent columns. A perfect, i.e., immediate
command transfer results in a transferability score of 0, a worst case
transfer (i.e., every gesture needs to be explicitly taught) results in a
score of 1.

reverse (Tpw = 0.0313), whereas the transfer to glasses was
less straight forward (Tpg = 0.375 and Twg = 0.4062) for participants as indicated by the high transferability score. The
overall consistency score of our final gesture set is calculated
as T = 0.191.
Subjective Assessment

During the validation study, we asked participants to assess
how well gestures on the primary device fit the commands
to be executed. We further collected subjective feedback on
the ease of transferability to the remaining devices. Table 4
depicts the mean subjective assessment scores. Ratings were
given on a 7-point Likert-style scale from 1 (strongly disagree)
to 7 (strongly agree). Gestures on phone and watch were
overwhelmingly rated above 6 (M = 6.4), less so on glasses
(M = 5.8). Gesture transfer between phone and watch was
perceived as predominantly easy (M = 6.7). Transfers from
glasses to phone or watch less so (M = 5.6), but seem to be
easier than a transfer from other devices to glasses (M = 4.5).
FRAMEWORK FOR CONTROL TRANSFERABILITY

When designing gesture sets, a user-centered design approach
has been shown to produce easy to use, fitting, and socially
acceptable gestures [27, 39]. For applications that are used
across multiple devices, however, the design process for userdefined gesture elicitation can produce inconsistencies. Hence,
our goal was to finalize a gesture set not solely on agreement scores, but also taking into account gesture consistency
and ease of transferability across different device types. In
the following, we formalize our process so it can be further
validated and re-used in future research and designs. The
resulting framework can thus be applied to create applicationspecific gesture sets with regard to consistency and transferability across device types. It consists of three phases:
1. Elicitation: eliciting an independent gesture set for each
device type.
2. Consolidation: merging gestures into a proposed set based
on agreement scores as well as consistency constraints. 1
3. Validation: assessing the ease of porting a learned gesture
set to the remaining devices using a transferability score
between devices and a consistency score for describing the
goodness of the overall gesture set across devices.
During the elicitation phase, we follow the processes widely
applied for deriving user-defined gesture sets [38, 39] by conducting elicitation studies for each device, during which we

first portray the effect of a gesture and subsequently ask study
participants to perform the gesture’s cause. Based on the agreement scores, this process leaves us with individual gesture sets
optimized for a single device type.
In the consolidation phase, we take these individual scores
and construct a unified gesture set that compromises between
agreement scores, device constraints, and both command and
device consistency. Command consistency ensures that gestures that have a natural counterpart (reverse actions) are assigned a consistent gesture group. Device consistency entails
the similarity between a specific command being issued on
one device and its counterpart on another device. The outcome
of this second phase is a unified gesture set, which can now be
implemented for each device type.
Once the gesture set is implemented on all respective devices,
gesture consistency and ease of transfer is assessed in the
final validation. Therefore, a second study follows an inbetween subjects design, in which participants are grouped by
the primary device type. The gesture set with its corresponding commands is then explicitly explained on the respective
device, after which study participants transfer each gesture
to the remaining devices. Records are kept on the number
of attempts made to successfully execute the corresponding
command on each device and scores are assigned depending
on the severity of the transfer barrier. These scores are used to
calculate the transferability score from one device to another
(see Equation 3) as a quantification of the ease of transfer.
An overall consistency score of the unified gesture set is then
calculated across all transferability scores based on every possible transfer direction between the devices of interest (see
Equation 4). The resulting consistency score is a metric between 0 (perfect transfer) and 1 (transfer with instructions)
for the overall goodness of the gesture set across devices with
regard to its consistency and transferability and eventually
allows comparison between different gesture set candidates.
DISCUSSION

In the following, we discuss the process of eliciting an
application-specific gesture set for RSVP reading and the implications of our proposed method to the design process with
regard to consistency and transferability of gesture sets.
RSVP Gesture Set

Reading with RSVP has been the subject of several systems
and investigations [9, 11], but its alienating effect often stems
from a perceived lack of user control [4]. With the study
described in this paper, we address this challenge and present
a user-defined gesture set that is applicable to most ubiquitous
reading devices. In contrast to other guessability studies [27,
39], we implemented the resulting gesture set, which allowed
us to validate our design. During the elicitation process, we
observed certain user biases depending on well-established
gesture types and device input capabilities. First of all, most
of our participants had extensive experiences with ubiquitous
computing devices due to being exposed to them for several
years now. Hence, the tab or swipe gesture, for example, is
quite common and triggers certain expectations towards the
interaction. Second, the form factors of the devices themselves
influence the user-driven design process: in our study, devices

similar in nature, such as phone and watch, lead users to
gesture designs that were quite similar as well. Devices with
different form factors, however, lead to gestures quite different
from the one designed for another device, such as was the
case for the rather unfamiliar glasses. Instead of reducing such
biases and expectations as proposed by Morris et al. [22] we
can take them into consideration when unifying a gesture set.
With the two metrics described in this paper—transferability
and consistency score—we formalized a way to quantify the
gap between user expectation and command function.
Gesture Transferability

Following the traditional model of elicitation studies, we
reached its limitations at the point where we needed to compromise between choosing gestures based on agreement scores
and designing for consistent interactions across device boundaries. Because some of the choices we made in the consolidation phase, as can be argued, were rather designer- than userdriven, there was a need for a final user-centered validation. In
two out of the three steps of our proposed process—elicitation
and validation—the user, therefore, remains to be at the center
of the design process as it has been found beneficial when
designing input systems [10, 30]. Transferring gestures from
phone to watch resulted in more consistent interactions due
to their similar form factors, which suggests that other touch
devices, such as tablets or touchpads, could be easily added.
As the number of commands and devices increase, consistency
becomes more important (to support learnability and memorability) while agreement scores for single device gesture
sets are likely to be lower (due to an increasing amount of
commands to be designed for). Our proposed method supports
adding new device types or gesture sets post-hoc, where only
the transferability study part needs to be revisited.
Limitations and Next Steps

When designing gesture sets for devices with different form
factors, compromises need to be made between what is considered ”intuitive” design choices and their transferability, which
is limited by the input (or output) capabilities of the secondary
devices. We made these compromises in what we called the
”consolidation phase” and, as previously mentioned, they eventually are subject to the designer’s conception. Therefore, there
was a need for additional user validation. Ideally, we would
create several gesture sets during that phase, which could be
compared against each other during validation. We could also
introduce iterative design cycles, in which insights from the
validation (or an unfavorable consistency score) would lead
to another round of elicitation or consolidation of gesture set
options. Eventually, multiple iterations are likely to converge
around a certain transferability score. In contrast to allowing users to create customized gesture sets, as proposed by
Malloch et al. [18], our proposed method focuses on gesture
consistency across devices, which eventually reduces users’
memory load as the effort to memorize device-specific gesture
sets is reduced. Future work could look into how customizable gesture sets could be supported at the time of creation
while transferability is ensured or gesture equivalents for other
devices are automatically derived.

Further, in order to validate the gesture set, we had to actually implement the unified gesture set. When transferability
scores point towards a rather unintuitive gesture transfer, the
design needs to be reconsidered and implementation revisited. Several validation cycles would, therefore, be limited by
the costs of implementation. Hence, it is worth looking into
whether validation would be sufficient through a Wizard-of-Oz
approach, where command execution is triggered manually
based on observation.
Finally, finding command equivalents on additional devices
should get subsequently easier. This learning effect stems from
the transitivity of gestures that have been correctly identified
on previous devices. We tried to accommodate this effect by
counterbalancing the sequence, in which we handed out the
devices in our study. However, for devices with similar form
factors, this effect can get disproportional and will require adjustments via an additional weight in the transferability score
equation, for example. Assigning the weights in the validation
part played a crucial role in discounting the number of participants’ attempts to successfully execute a respective command.
In future work, metrics should be validated through further
cross-device control elicitations, but also through extending
their applicability by including devices with inherently different form factors and weighing schemes. The proposed
transferability and consistency scores allow us to benchmark
cross-device gesture sets and will give other designers and
researchers a process to quantify and compare the goodness
of transferable gestures.
CONCLUSION

Each type of device has its own means for input and output, which poses challenges to the consistency of interactions.
Many applications are expected to work across different device types, which is why interactions need to be increasingly
designed so that they are consistent and therefore easily transferable. In this paper, we demonstrate the creation of a unified
gesture set that follows a user-defined elicitation approach and
takes into account the transferability of gesture sets across
different device types. By eliciting gesture sets for controlling reading via RSVP on wearable devices, we present the
resulting gesture set for phone, watch, and glasses along with
a method to design for and assess consistency. While the proposed transferability score describes the ease of transferring a
gesture set from one device to another, the consistency score
is a metric for a the overall goodness of a cross-device gesture
set. By applying these metrics and following the three steps of
1) elicitation, 2) consolidation, and 3) validation, application
designers are given a method to design, evaluate, and compare user-defined gesture sets that are consistent and easily
transferable across devices with different form factors.
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